Validation of the background solar wind modeled by EUHFORIA
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Nowadays, forecasting the arrival time and the geo-effectiveness of CMEs and the fast solar wind has become of increasing importance. For that reason, knowledge of the structure and propagation of the background solar wind is essential. The testing and validation of the performance of solar wind models is therefore important to assess their reliability and to further improve the models. This is done for the EUHFORIA (EUropean Heliospheric FORecasting Information Asset) model within the CCSOM (Constraining CMEs and Shocks by Observations and Modelling throughout the inner heliosphere) project [http://sidc.be/ccsom/].

We validate the modeled background solar wind by comparing the results to in-situ measurements, in order to make EUHFORIA ready for scientific exploitation and operational space weather purposes. For this several established test methods are applied on i) continuous variables of the solar wind plasma and magnetic field parameters (speed, density, pressure, Bz), and ii) binary variables based on specific events such as the arrival time and impact speed of solar wind high speed streams (HSS). We present first statistical results covering times of low (2008) and high (2012) solar activity.